
THE EVOLUTION OF HORROR FILMS ESSAY

A girl runs frantically through the woods trying to escape an axe wielding villain. The defenseless victim suddenly trips
and collapses to the ground. The villain.

Traditionally, monster narratives to depict the monster a hideous creature that may produce fear or panic. Each
generation gets the horror films it deserves, and one of the more fascinating aspects of the study of the genre is
the changing nature of the monsters who present a threat. Everything and anything was tried during the 50s
and 60s in an attempt to further scare cinema audiences. The following decade experienced a kind of horror
film boom. In the era of the War on Terror and waterboarding, supernatural terror was more palatable than the
fear inherent in news headlines. All Hell Breaks Loose Literally. There have been thousands ways of
expressing fearful emotion to the horror film lovers, however, most horror film have something in common
that provokes fearful emotion by using particular context, such as gender discrimination and trauma of wars.
Zombie apocalypse mixed with comedy seems to be popular with the emergence of Zombieland and Warm
Bodies , the latter being so positively ridiculous that I have to recommend it. Another hallmark of the 40ss era
of horror came as a product of the times. The most unsettling aspect is that the viewer, to a certain point, likes
Lecter. The Gimmicky Years 3D glasses? He can make his audience hide their eyes in fear while tantalizing
them with the possibility of a happy ending. In the US, the fear of foreign invasion spread like wildfire as the
Cold War trudged on. Subsequently, reflections of these fears can be seen in The Blob  The Doldrums
Suffering from exhaustion in the wake of a thousand formulaic slasher movies and their sequels, the genre lost
steam as it moved into the 90s. Their emotional adaptations have extended as far as zombies having romantic
relationships, allowing the new genre of film, zombie romance, to peak the horizon and contribute to their
prominence throughout history. At the other end of the century Blade isn't just about vampires either, but
reflects a fear of the powerful yet irresponsible elements in society, a lawless elite, echoes down the corridor
of the growing invincibility of those at the top. This review surveys multiple scholarly sources from different
aspects of the purpose of horror films. The supernatural came back in full swing during the s and s, but this
time round horror themes were notably much darker than those of the s and s. No one felt safe or immortal
after the Great Recession, even in their own homes. Who knows what novel frights are waiting for usâ€¦.
Plenty of imitators and rip-offs followed too, particularly in the Holiday-themed department. The hypothesis I
am trying to show is the desensitisation audiences have adopted from films such as Carrie and The Human
Centipede. Since the first horror movie in , people of all ages have spent precious hours of their weekends
making their way to the local cinema, spending their hard-earned money on movie tickets, finding a seat in
one of many crowded rooms, and sitting down in darkness for hours, all in the hope that this newest horror
release will genuinely disturb them. Unlike other genres, thrillers have found their way to the top of movie
universe Contrary to this, the new generation of vampires has been shown to live among the people acting as
guardian angels to them. Perhaps, it is due the massive evolution of societal norms. Carol Clover, an American
professor of film studies, wrote a book in entitled Men, Women, and Chainsaws: Gender in the Modern Horror
Film in which she described the horror film genre Manipulation is rife as imprisoned cannibal and former
psychologist, Hannibal Lecter Anthony Hopkins , uses his eerie power of persuasion over FBI agent Clarice
Starling Jodie Foster , offering information on a separate case in return for her deep and disturbing memories.


